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Abstract— The slowdown of Moore’s Law, combined with
advances in 3D stacking of logic and memory, have pushed
architects to revisit the concept of processing-in-memory (PIM)
to overcome the memory wall bottleneck. This PIM renaissance
finds itself in a very different computing landscape from the
one twenty years ago, as more and more computation shifts
to the cloud. Most PIM architecture papers still focus on besteffort applications, while PIM’s impact on latency-critical cloud
applications is not well understood.
This paper explores how datacenters can exploit PIM architectures in the context of latency-critical applications. We
adopt a general-purpose cloud server with HBM-based, 3Dstacked logic+memory modules, and study the impact of PIM
on six diverse interactive cloud applications. We reveal the
previously neglected opportunity that PIM presents to these
services, and show the importance of properly managing PIMrelated resources to meet the QoS targets of interactive services
and maximize resource efficiency. Then, we present PIMCloud,
a QoS-aware resource manager designed for cloud systems with
PIM allowing colocation of multiple latency-critical and besteffort applications. We show that PIMCloud efficiently manages
PIM resources: it (1) improves effective machine utilization by
up to 70% and 85% (average 24% and 33%) under 2-app and
3-app mixes, compared to the best state-of-the-art manager; (2)
helps latency-critical applications meet QoS; and (3) adapts to
varying load patterns.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The slowdown of Moore’s Law demands novel architectures
to push performance, such as 3D stacking [4, 5] which has
revitalized the concept of processing-in-memory (PIM) as a
means to tackle the von Neumann bottleneck, resulting in
a wide range of recent PIM architecture proposals [9, 11,
12, 13, 17, 23, 33, 35, 37, 38, 45, 47, 53, 61], along with
a major DARPA/SRC research center for building a PIM
ecosystem [66].
At the same time, cloud computing is becoming ubiquitous, offering resource flexibility and cost efficiency [15]. An
increasing amount of computing now takes place in largescale datacenters [15, 42, 62]. These two trends point to
a near future where datacenter nodes will incorporate PIM
capabilities, which makes it imperative to examine PIM’s role
in cloud servers. However, in order for datacenter nodes to

leverage PIM in a way that benefits application performance,
there are a number of challenges that remain unsolved.
First, the diversity of cloud applications is rapidly increasing [42], making it impractical to have one specialized PIM
architecture tailored to each workload type [9, 13, 23, 37]. For
a PIM architecture to be practical enough to be deployed at
scale, it should be able to handle general-purpose computation
of cloud services. Therefore, in line with recent proposals for
general-purpose PIM architectures [17, 34, 46, 49, 70], we
target datacenter nodes embedded with multiple low-latency
3D memory+logic stacks, a number of low-power generalpurpose cores embedded in the logic layer of each stack, and
a memory abstraction shared with the main CPU.
Second, current PIM research typically targets memoryintensive workloads, where the high memory bandwidth of
PIM helps improve performance for throughput-bound, besteffort (BE) jobs [35, 45, 51, 52, 53, 61]. However, datacenters host a different type of applications where latency, not
throughput, is the primary performance metric [22, 41, 44].
These latency-critical (LC) services, like websearch and keyvalue stores, are not necessarily memory bandwidth-intensive,
but they require low memory latency. Latency is also becoming more important as a metric due to the increasing
prevalence of microservices [32, 50, 68], which impose strict,
often microsecond-level, quality-of-service (QoS) constraints
in terms of tail latency [27]. Thus, for PIM to gain wide
adoption in the cloud, it is important to quantify its impact
on such latency-critical applications.
In this paper, we perform a comprehensive study of PIM
on LC applications, and quantify the impact of PIM’s reduced
memory latency, shallow memory hierarchy, and simple core
architecture. We observe that many LC services favor PIM,
compared to an iso-silicon architecture with brawny cores, a
deep memory hierarchy, and higher memory latency.
Finally, given the opportunity of PIM to LC applications, it
is also important to design resource management techniques
that are aware of a system’s PIM capabilities, and can allocate
the right resources to each LC application. This is especially
critical under colocation, where cloud operators often coschedule multiple LC/BE applications on the same physical

server, to improve resource and cost efficiency [19, 20, 21, 51,
52, 54, 55, 59, 69, 74]. Without proper resource management
to eliminate contention, LC applications can experience QoS
violations.
To address these challenges, we design PIMCloud, a PIMaware and QoS-aware resource manager for LC applications
in PIM-enabled systems. PIMCloud leverages the varying
degree of benefits that PIM brings to different LC applications,
and assigns the most suitable resources to each colocated
application. To this end, it manages PIM-introduced resources
including heterogeneous cores and data placement. PIMCloud
additionally adjusts resource allocations dynamically, to cope
with the varying load patterns of LC applications.
PIMCloud identifies the opportunity that PIM presents for
latency-critical applications, and manages PIM resources to
maximize their benefit for this emerging type of cloud services.
We evaluate PIMCloud using a cycle-level multicore simulator [63] under various scenarios. Evaluation results show that
PIMCloud effectively manages PIM-related resources while
meeting QoS, and improves effective machine utilization by
up to 70% and 85% (average 24% and 33%) under 2-app and
3-app mixes, compared to the best state-of-the-art manager.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Prior PIM proposals target throughput-oriented applications, including data analytics [34], graph processing [10],
MapReduce[61], bulk bitwise operations in databases [64], and
machine learning [17, 23, 46, 49]. PIMCloud instead explores,
for the first time, the role of PIM for LC applications.
A. Resource Management in PIM-enabled Systems
Integrating PIM in conventional CPU-based systems complicates resource management. Liu et al. [49] adopt a system
for neural network (NN) training with conventional CPUs,
general-purpose, and specialized PIM cores. They profile the
memory:compute ratio of each NN operator, and schedule
them to different resources to improve system utilization. Tsai
et al. propose AMS [70], a dynamic thread scheduler for
systems with a host CPU and general-purpose PIM stacks. The
scheduler leverages cache monitoring to estimate the utility of
PIM over CPU, and schedules threads one at a time to their
preferred resource to improve overall weighted speedup [67].
All these systems are designed to improve overall system
throughput. We show in this paper that LC applications present
different challenges for PIM when the optimization goal is not
simply throughput, and a redesign of the resource manager is
required to meet LC applications’ strict latency constraints.
B. Resource Management for LC Applications
There has been abundant work on resource management of
LC applications in conventional multicores. Most restricts a
single LC application per node, while more recent work allows
colocation of multiple LC applications [21, 55, 59]. Compared
to conventional architectures, PIM introduces both core and
memory heterogeneity which requires careful management.
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Fig. 1: Envisioned PIM-enabled cloud server.

1) Core Management in Heterogenous Systems: Prior work
has extensively studied core management for heterogeneous
systems [25, 54, 58, 60, 71, 73], such as big.LITTLE,
but mostly for throughput-oriented applications. OctopusMan [60] is a state-of-the-art core manager for LC applications, and is most related to our work. However, because it
optimizes for energy consumption, the core selection algorithm
is rather simple: it always selects small cores first, then big. It
also restricts the number of LC applications to only one per
node. There has been no related work that targets performanceoriented colocation of LC applications in a heterogenous
environment. While PIMCloud focuses on PIM, its techniques
can also be applied to systems like big.LITTLE.
2) Data Placement in NUMA Systems: Data placement in
a NUMA system determines where the OS places memory
pages [18, 26, 56, 72]. As we show in Section III-A, when
memory stacks are augmented with computation capabilities,
data access by PIM cores within and across stacks may
resemble a (clustered) NUMA architecture. Data placement
for LC interactive services has only been studied in a small
number of previous proposals. For example, RackOut [57] and
Scale-Out ccNUMA [36] propose data aggregation techniques
and software caching of hot items for key-value stores to
improve data locality. Prior work has not, however, studied
data placement under colocation or varying resource allocations for LC applications. The distinguishing feature that LC
services bring to the system is that because LC applications
have fluctuating loads, core allocation changes dynamically
at runtime, which may require memory pages to also move
frequently. It is critical for data placement to be aware of the
real-time core allocation to reduce the amount of dynamic page
movement. This becomes even more critical in PIM-enabled
systems, because memory capacity per PIM stack (a few GBs)
is much less than a NUMA node (a few hundred of GBs),
leading to more memory contention and data movement.

III. I MPLICATIONS OF PIM TO LC A PPLICATIONS
In this section, we first provide an overview of the PIMenabled system architecture we target, a general-purpose datacenter node with PIM capabilities. Then, we study the impact
of a variety of factors introduced by PIM to six diverse LC
applications on both latency and throughput.

TABLE I: System Specification
Brawn/CPU
Core
L1 cache
L2 cache
L3 cache

Memory

Wimpy/PIM
Core
SerDes link

Haswell-like [70], 2.4 GHz, 4-way issue, 60-entry IQ,
192-entry ROB, 72-entry LQ, 42-entry SQ, 2-level branch
predictor with 1,024 18-bit BHSRs and 4,096 2-bit PHT
entries, 13mm2 per core (plus its private caches) [3].
32/32 KB private instruction/data cache, 8-way setassociative, 3-cycle latency,
256 KB private, 8-way set-associative, 7-cycle latency.
2MB per slice (i.e. per CPU core) shared, 8-way setassociative, 30-cycle latency, 7mm2 per slice [3].
8 GB per memory stack, HBM-like organization [4],
tCK =0.8 ns, tRCD =13.75 ns, tWR =15 ns,tCL =13.75 ns,
tRAS =27.5 ns, tRP =13.75 ns, tREFI =1.95 ns [39],
50mm2 area budget for components other than vault
controllers and interconnect [70].
ARM Cortex A57-like [1], 2 GHz, each with a 32/32 KB
private i-/d-cache, 5mm2 per core (plus its private
caches) [2].
160 GBps bidirectional, 4 ns latency [70]

A. System Architecture Overview
Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of the PIM-enabled datacenter
server that we target. On the right is the main CPU, containing
a traditional multicore processor with two levels of private
caches and a shared last-level cache (LLC). The CPU connects
to multiple memory devices using high-speed, high-bandwidth
SerDes links. Conventional DDR modules are replaced by 3D
memory stacks, whose logic layers are endowed with several
simple general-purpose cores (PIM cores). Such PIM stacks
constitute the CPU’s main memory, but their embedded cores
can also run programs independently. Stacks are connected to
each other via SerDes links, such that PIM cores can access
memory pages in other PIM stacks.
Because of power, area, and technology constraints in the
memory stacks, PIM cores are relatively small and lowpower, akin to Intel’s Silvermont [70] or ARM’s Cortex [49].
Meanwhile, CPU cores are larger and higher-performance,
along the lines of Intel’s Xeon [6] or Cavium’s ThunderX2 [8].
We assume that all processing elements are ISA-compatible,
similar to prior work [17, 34, 49, 70]. We also assume that all
cores are governed by a single OS, sharing a single address
space with identical page tables [14]. Unlike an accelerator
setup where a ”master” thread runs on CPU to offload jobs
to PIM, all cores are seen as regular processors by the OS
despite having different architecture and performance, and a
program can run on either the main CPU, PIM cores, or both.
The OS can migrate jobs between CPU and PIM cores.
Each PIM core has a private L1 cache, without L2 or shared
caches (inherited from prior work [70] and also justified in
Section III-B3). L1s are kept coherent using a low-overhead,
software-assisted coherence protocol [34]. Specifically, shared
read-write pages are not cacheable in PIM’s L1s. When an
application spans both CPU and PIM, they are not cacheable
in CPU’s LLC either. We also use the same dynamic classification mechanism in [34] to identify private/shared and readonly/read-write pages.

B. Methodology
1) Simulator: We modify zsim, a Pin-based simulator [63]
to model the PIM-enabled system described above. Table I
shows the detailed specification of the simulated system.
2) LC Applications: We study six diverse LC services (all
that can be compiled successfully in simulation) from Tailbench [44]. We use the integrated configuration of Tailbench
for easier simulation on zsim [44]. Request inter-arrival times
follow an exponential distribution [48]. For each simulation,
we instantiate the same number of application threads as the
number of available cores, and run an application for 30
seconds of simulated time (about 72 billion cycles), including
20 seconds of warmup and 10 seconds of execution, except for
Sphinx which we execute for 60 simulated seconds to collect
enough requests due to its higher latency and lower requestper-second (RPS). The simulated execution time is consistent
with prior work on these applications, using zsim [43, 44].
Fig. 2 shows tail latency, defined as the 99th percentile
latency, with increasing RPS under CPU and two PIM stacks.
The QoS is set as the knee of the CPU curve [21], marked
with horizontal lines and recorded in Table II. We define max
load of a service as the maximum RPS under QoS. The data in
Table II is collected when running each application at max load
on the main CPU. Unlike typical PIM targets, LC applications
do not typically use high memory bandwidth.
3) Characterized Architectures: Compared to the main
CPU, PIM stacks have lower memory access latency, since
PIM cores are physically closer to memory; shallow memory
hierarchy, due to the limited area of the logic die that may
be better utilized with more cores rather than more cache;
wimpier cores, due to the power and area constraints that
cannot accommodate high-performance brawny cores.
To understand the impact of each of these factors brought
on by PIM, we enumerate all combinations of them, to study
eight different architectures, as listed in Table III, each with:
• High/low memory latency, i.e., with/without the off-chip
portion of memory accesses from the CPU (the measured
average memory access time is 65ns/155 CPU cycles and
21ns/50 CPU cycles, respectively).
• Deep/shallow memory hierarchy, i.e., with/without private
L2 and shared LLC.
• Brawny/wimpy cores, detailed in Table I.
We start from a baseline CPU socket with 4 brawny cores
and 8MB of LLC (the first architecture in Table III). Since
LC applications have to run for at least a few tens of
simulated seconds to get statistically meaningful tail latency,
and simulation time grows super-linearly with core count, we
characterize a relatively small system to keep simulation time
manageable (1-4 days per simulation). Later in Section V-B3,
we experiment with larger systems. We first study the impact
of core type and memory hierarchy on the CPU die (the first
four CPU-centric architectures with high memory latency in
Table III). Keeping the same CPU die area, core count varies
when core type or memory hierarchy changes. Since the area
of one brawny core is roughly 2.5 wimpy cores or 2 LLC
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Fig. 2: Tail latency with increasing input load (RPS) on the main CPU and PIM stacks. Horizontal lines show the knee of the CPU
curve, which defines QoS. Vertical lines show max load (maximum RPS under QoS) achieved on the main CPU and PIM stacks.
TABLE II: Latency-critical applications
Application
Domain
Target QoS
Per-core IPC
LLC MPKI
LLC Miss Rate
Memory Bandwidth (GB/s)
Memory Capacity (GB)

Silo
In-memory DB
1 ms
1.18
1.50
2%
0.32
1.8

Masstree
Key-value store
1 ms
1.09
6.02
12%
3.40
9.3

ImgDNN
Image recognition
7 ms
1.07
16.78
45%
7.83
0.3

Xapian
Web search
10 ms
1.38
3.66
37%
2.58
5.6

Moses
Real-time translation
10 ms
0.99
23.17
77%
10.29
2.5

Sphinx
Speech recognition
6s
0.55
10.40
47%
2.57
1.4

TABLE III: Impact of memory hierarchy, memory latency and core type. All the characterized architectures take up similar area,
enforced by varying the core count. Architectures that could be realized on the main CPU or PIM are categorized as CPU-/PIMcentric. For each application, we evaluate its tail latency over the QoS target at low load (values larger than 1 represent QoS
violations), and normalized max load (higher is better). For each cell, the darker the green/red, the better/worse. Memory latency
in the last row is still low, but slightly higher than in Arch 5-8 due to the impact of data placement described in Section III-D.
Characterized Architecture
ID MemLat Core MemHie #Cores
1 High Brawny Deep
4
2 High Brawny Shallow
6
CPUcentric 3 High Wimpy Deep
10
4 High Wimpy Shallow
16
5
Low Brawny Deep
4
Unrealistic 6
Low Brawny Shallow
6
7
Low Wimpy Deep
10
PIMcentric 8
Low Wimpy Shallow
16
PIM 9 Low* Wimpy Shallow 8+8

Tail Latency/QoS Target
Silo Masstree ImgDNN Xapian Moses Sphinx
0.22 0.21
0.33
0.37 0.26 0.26
0.36 0.24
0.28
0.40 0.35 0.29
0.71 0.40
1.29
0.62 0.84 0.56
0.74 0.53
1.09
0.63 0.89 0.55
0.21 0.18
0.25
0.36 0.22 0.23
0.28 0.20
0.20
0.37 0.27 0.27
0.59 0.34
0.97
0.59 0.67 0.54
0.58 0.40
0.75
0.60 0.66 0.47
0.61 0.47
0.95
0.61 0.77 0.49

slices,1 when core type is changed from brawny to wimpy,
core count is changed from 4 to 10 (or from 6 to 16) under
deep (or shallow) memory hierarchy.
We then study the impact of low memory latency by
(unrealistically) moving the CPU die to the memory side
(i.e., using the logic layers in memory stacks). Architectures
(Arch) 7&8 with low memory latency and wimpy cores
could potentially be realized on one or more PIM stacks,
and are therefore categorized as ”PIM-centric”. Arch 5&6 are
unrealistic to prototype on either CPU or PIM (low memory
latency and brawny cores cannot coexist), and are presented
for completeness of the characterization study.
1 Under 22nm process, one simulated CPU core and its private caches take
roughly 13mm2 , and one slice of LLC (2MB) is about 7mm2 [3]. The area
of one simulated PIM core together with its private cache is conservatively
estimated as 5mm2 under the same process [2], roughly a quarter of the total
area of one CPU core and one slice of LLC.

AVG
0.28
0.32
0.74
0.74
0.24
0.26
0.62
0.58
0.65

Normalized Max Load (Max RPS under QoS)
Silo Masstree ImgDNN Xapian Moses Sphinx AVG
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.89
0.85
1.17
1.33 1.41 1.25 1.15
0.68
0.72
0.00
0.87 0.55 1.50 0.72
0.53
0.93
0.00
1.12 1.09 2.25 0.99
1.08
1.09
1.20
1.05 1.23 1.20 1.14
1.05 1.00
1.66
1.50 1.82 1.50 1.42
0.89
0.85
0.71
1.13 0.91 1.75 1.04
0.79
1.15
0.93
1.65 1.82 2.65 1.50
0.68
1.09
0.63
1.58 1.50 2.50 1.33

Finally, we study Arch 9, a realistic PIM architecture that
takes the area constraint of each PIM stack into account.
Given the 50mm2 area budget of the logic layer in a PIM
stack [70], the 16 wimpy cores have to be separated into two
memory stacks, 8 cores each. This complicates memory page
placement, and since cross-stack memory access increases
memory latency (detailed in Section III-D).
C. Implications of the PIM Architecture
We use tail latency and max load to quantify the impact of
PIM on LC applications, as shown in Table III. Tail latency
is collected at low load (i.e., less than 10% of per-core
utilization), and is normalized to the QoS of each application;
a value over 1 represents a QoS violation, marked as red in the
table. Max load is normalized to the load achieved in Arch 1.
Tail latency at low load tells us if an application can run any
load while meeting QoS, and if so, how low tail latency is.

D. Impact of Data Placement
We have shown the potential of PIM architectures for LC
applications: low memory latency, shallow memory hierarchy,
and many wimpy cores provide the highest max load on
average. When realizing the characterized PIM architecture
(Arch 8) in real PIM (Arch 9), the 16 wimpy cores have to
be separately placed in two memory stacks (shown in Fig. 1
and Table I), due to limited area in the logic layer of 3D
memories. Consequently, memory pages may spread across
stacks, i.e., memory accesses are no longer homogeneous: PIM
cores accessing data from neighbor stacks have slightly higher
access latency. This makes data placement critical to achieve
the best performance; reducing cross-stack communication
could maximize the benefits from low memory latency on
PIM. Comparing with Arch 8, Arch 9 considers the increase

1.0

Normalized RPS

Max load, on the other hand, shows the maximum throughput
regardless of how low tail latency is, as long as QoS is met.
1) Impact on Tail Latency: Tail latency is always lower
on brawny cores, regardless of memory latency or memory
hierarchy. Among CPU-centric architectures, wimpy cores
cause QoS violations for ImgDNN. This is consistent with
prior studies that show the advantage of brawny cores in tail
latency [22, 40], and consistent with current high-end servers
that still widely adopt brawny cores [7].
However, when the cores are closer to memory, wimpy cores
are also able to provide QoS guarantees. This is because when
memory latency is lower, the need to hide memory latency is
less critical, therefore the high issue width and the aggressive
out-of-order mechanisms are not necessary. Shallow memory
hierarchy increases tail latency for most applications due to
the lack of LLC to exploit data locality, but lower memory
latency helps reduce latency by up to 30% (average 16%).
2) Impact on Max load: As long as QoS is met, max load
is a more important metric to quantify the performance of LC
applications. From Table III, we find that:
• Arch 8, a PIM-centric architecture, on average outperforms
all CPU-centric architectures. Masstree, Xapian, Moses and
Sphinx achieve higher load on Arch 8 than on CPU-centric
architectures. This advantage remains on Arch 9. This
clearly shows the potential of PIM to many LC applications.
• Looking into Arch 8, applications’ preference degree to PIM
varies significantly: Masstree is only slightly better on PIM,
while Sphinx achieves more than doubled max load on PIM.
• Comparing architectures that only vary in memory hierarchy, the one with shallow memory hierarchy is usually more
appealing. This is in part because cloud services usually
have poor data locality and large memory footprints that
do not fit in the LLC [31, 65], as can be seen in the high
LLC miss rate in Table II. The benefit of shallow memory
hierarchy is larger when memory latency is low due to the
smaller LLC miss penalty.
• Lower memory latency significantly improves max load, by
up to 67% (average 26%), when comparing architectures
that only vary in memory latency.
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Fig. 3: Max load under various static (blue bars) and dynamic
(yellow and green bars) data placement policies, normalized to an
ideal policy with all local memory accesses (Arch 8 in Table III).
Each application uses cores from 2 PIM stacks.

of memory latency from cross-stack communication, and uses
first-touch as its static page policy (Section III-D1).
We study several widely used memory policies in NUMA
systems and apply them to the PIM-enabled system, by
essentially treating a PIM stack as a NUMA node. We define
a memory access to be local/remote if the memory page
requested is in the same/different stack as/from the core which
initializes the memory request. We currently do not consider
data layout and the heterogeneity of memory access latency
within a single PIM stack (e.g., if each on-chip core were
“closer” to a particular memory stack module), since the
latency difference between different vaults in the same stack is
almost negligible compared to the latency difference between
PIM stacks and between CPU and PIM.
1) Static Data Placement: page location is decided upon
its first access. There are three common static policies:
• Interleaving (IL): Interleave all pages across all nodes.
• First-touch (FT): Allocate in the node upon the first access.
• Concentrated (CC): Allocate in as few nodes as possible.
Under low load, when cores from a single node are enough,
CC is the best static policy providing the most local memory
accesses (memory bandwidth is far from saturation for these
applications). However, the best policy changes with input
load. When each application spans two memory stacks (Fig. 3),
FT outperforms IL and CC by up to 46%, because under FT,
private pages are always local to the core running the thread,
i.e., all private pages have local memory accesses. Fig. 4 shows
the memory page access breakdown by page type, including
private/shared pages, and read-only/read-write pages. FT is
38% better than CC and 46% better than IL for Sphinx, which
has over 95% of private page accesses.
2) Dynamic Data Placement: the location of pages can also
be dynamically manipulated at runtime. Current OSes support:
• Page migration that migrates pages to other nodes, based
on locality [72]. We explore migration for private pages.
• Page replication that replicates pages across nodes, usually
limited to read-only pages to avoid synchronization overheads. We replicate only shared read-only pages.
Yellow and green bars in Fig. 3 show the benefit of adding
page migration and replication on top of each static memory policy. Despite the non-negligible differences between
the three static memory policies, they all perform similarly
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after applying dynamic page migration and replication. Page
migration provides up to 40% improvement for applications
with mostly private pages, such as Sphinx. Page replication
provides up to 20% improvement for applications with many
shared read-only page accesses, such as ImgDNN.

A ={Ai |i = 1..N }
RP S(Ai )

•

E. Summary
•

•

The studies in this section offer two main takeaways:
PIM has substantial potential to achieve higher performance
than CPU. More than half of the characterized applications
achieve better performance (i.e., max load) on PIM. Since
applications have different preferences over CPU and PIM,
it is critical to take such preferences into account during
resource management; running an application on the wrong
type of resource may cause QoS violations in the worst case.
Data placement is critical to fully leverage the low memory
latency provided by PIM, and dynamic page placement must
be considered to achieve the best performance. Additionally,
LC applications have fluctuating loads that result in frequent
changes in core allocation, which in turn can lead to excessive page migrations/replications. Therefore, it is critical
for data placement to (1) be aware of any change in core
allocation to trigger dynamic page manipulation, and (2)
reduce the amount/overhead of dynamic page manipulation.
IV. PIMC LOUD D ESIGN

Given the importance of managing cores and data placement for LC applications, we design PIMCloud, a QoS-aware
resource manager for LC applications in PIM-enabled systems.
A. Design Principles
Resource management is trivial when there is only one
application per node; it can simply take up all the resources to
maximize its performance. A more common but challenging
scenario is multi-tenancy, i.e., multiple cloud applications
are colocated on the same node. Multi-tenancy is widely
adopted in the cloud to improve server utilization [15, 29, 30],
and the colocated applications may include one or more LC
applications [21, 55, 59], each has its own QoS requirement.
Given this scenario, PIMCloud follows three design principles:
• QoS-aware to meet the QoS of each co-scheduled LC application sharing a node. Batch jobs are of lower priority, and

•

Definition
Number of LC applications
Number of PIM stacks
Number of CPU cores
Total number of PIM cores (P/M cores/stack)
Max load ratio of a CPU core over a PIM core
for app i (take ceiling if not divisible)
Core allocation of app i,
with ci CPU cores and pi PIM cores
Core allocation
max RPS of app i under allocation Ai

thus can take resources that are unused by LC applications.
Being QoS-aware also indicates being adaptive, since the
resource requirement of an LC application changes with
time due to inevitably fluctuating loads.
PIM-aware to manage PIM-introduced resources, including heterogenous cores, heterogenous memory latency and
hierarchy, and data placement across stacks. Since differences in memory latency and hierarchy are encoded in
the core type, i.e., a CPU/PIM core always comes with
higher/lower memory latency and deep/shallow memory
hierarchy, managing the heterogenous memory latency and
hierarchy is encoded into our core management algorithm.
As a byproduct, PIMCloud is applicable to heterogeneous
systems with homogeneous memory like big.LITTLE.
Rapidly converging to find feasible allocations fast by
reducing the allocation space as much as possible. Long
convergence time may lead to QoS violations and more
inertia to adapt to load changes. Rather than aiming at the
absolute optimal allocation at the expense of an exponentially increasing convergence time, it is preferred to find a
good enough allocation as quickly as possible.

B. Core Allocation
We first introduce the intuition of core allocation in PIMCloud, aiming at largely reducing the core allocation space.
The core allocation algorithm is detailed in Section IV-D.
Applications have different preferences with respect to core
type (Section III-B3). To quantify this preference, for each
colocated LC application i, we collect the maximum RPS
under QoS (i.e., max load) when running the application on
the main CPU and on all the PIM stacks (memory policy is
first-touch), namely LCP U and LP IM . We then obtain Ri by
(LCP U /C)/(LP IM /P ), and taking the ceiling if the result is
not an integer. Intuitively, one CPU core provides the same
performance as Ri PIM cores for application i (note that Ri
can be less than one). A large Ri signals strong preference to
CPU cores. Unless otherwise stated, we number applications
in decreasing order of R, i.e., R1 ≥ R2 ... ≥ RN .
An ideal resource manager with unlimited time to make decisions would exhaustively search the whole allocation space,
where each application can be allocated any number of CPU
and PIM cores. According to the stars and bars method [16],

 P +N 
there are C+N
different allocations. The problem
N
N
would be much simpler if all cores were identical: in that
case, the problem would be reduced to choosing how many
cores to allocate to each application, for which there are only
C+P
possible assignments. For example, in a system with
N
4 CPU cores, 16 PIM cores, and 2 colocated applications, the
exploration space can be reduced from 2,295 to 190 possible
assignments. The difference also increases rapidly with more
colocated applications. The key to accelerating decision
convergence is to organize the search such that the space
looks as homogeneous as possible, while striving for an
almost optimal assignment.
The intuition behind our approach is to leverage the varying
preference degree of different applications, to sort applications
and cores such that cores are allocated to applications in order.
Given R1 ≥ R2 ... ≥ RN , we assign only CPU cores to
applications {1, 2, . . . k − 1}; only PIM cores to applications
{k + 1, k + 2, . . . N }; both (or either) core types to application
k. Note that, once we determine the optimal k and how many
cores of each type application k gets, allocating cores within
each application set {1, 2, . . . k − 1} and {k + 1, k + 2, . . . N }
becomes a homogeneous assignment problem, limited to deciding how many cores each application gets.
In actuality, our mechanism is even simpler: Beginning
with application 1 , we determine how many CPU cores each
application needs to satisfy QoS and proceed to allocate them.
The first application that runs out of CPU cores and needs
additional PIM cores to satisfy QoS is called application k 0 .
Applications k 0 + 1 through N receive PIM cores only. Note
that k 0 may not be the optimal k above; this simplification is
intentional. Also, depending on the circumstances, other orders
might yield more efficient assignments. For example, if the
majority of applications prefer PIM cores, it might be more
optimal to allocate in reverse, from application N to 1. Or
it might make sense to allocate according to how “strongly”
applications prefer CPU or PIM cores (e.g., Ri = 10 and
Rj = 0.1 both prefer one core type ten times over the
other type). For simplicity, we systematically perform a 1to-N assignment in all cases, which our evaluation shows
that it yields significant gains. Any leftover cores can then
be assigned to BE jobs.
We now provide the theoretical backup of the mechanism.
Definition 1. A ≤ A0 if and only if
N
N
N
N
P
P
P
P
(1)
ci ≥
c0i , (2)
pi ≥
p0i , and
i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

(3) ∀i = 1..N, RP S(Ai ) ≤ RP S(A0i ).
Definition 2. A is suboptimal if ∃A0 such that A ≤ A0 .
Table IV includes all symbol definitions. Suboptimal allocations consume more cores, while producing less profit (lower
max RPS under QoS). To identify suboptimal allocations, we
start from N = 2. We find that in optimal allocations:
1. App 1 always gets fewer than R1 PIM cores if it has not
occupied all CPU cores, i.e., A is suboptimal if p1 ≥ R1 and
c2 > 0. To prove this, we can construct another allocation A0
by moving a CPU core from app 2 to app 1 in exchange for
R1 PIM cores. Formally, let c01 = c1 + 1, p01 = p1 − R1 , c02 =

c2 − 1, p02 = p2 + R1 . The performance of app 1 remains the
same under A0 . App 2 gets R1 more PIM cores at the cost
of one CPU core. Since R1 ≥ R2 , it gets more PIM cores
than needed to recover its performance. Therefore, A ≤ A0 .
2. Furthermore, the number of PIM cores of app 1 can be
reduced to R2 , i.e., A is suboptimal if p1 ≥ R2 and c2 > 0.
Formally, we can construct A0 by setting c01 = c1 + 1, p01 =
p1 − R2 , c02 = c2 − 1, p02 = p2 + R2 , such that A ≤ A0 .
In summary, the heterogeneity degree of app 1 is significantly reduced, from P to min(R1 , R2 ) = R2 PIM cores.
To generalize to N applications,
Theorem 1. For any allocation A, define k as the last application that has CPU cores, i.e., ck > 0 and ∀i > k, ci = 0. A
is suboptimal if ∃x < k, px ≥ Rk .
Proof. Construct A0 = (A01 , A02 , ..., A0N ) such that A ≤ A0 .


if i 6= x and i 6= k
 Ai
A0i = (ci + 1, pi − Rk ) if i = x


(ci − 1, pi + Rk ) if i = k
This means that, for any optimal allocation:
1) App k (middle app) separates all services into two classes.
We call applications with larger R value PIM-averse apps,
and those with smaller R value PIM-friendly apps.
2) For any PIM-averse app, its PIM cores are limited to a
number smaller than its R value. The more colocated jobs,
the lower the bound. Our characterization of Tailbench
shows that R ∈ [2, 8], with a median of 3. In practice,
we find that performance stays almost the same when
discarding a small number of PIM cores. This is because
heterogeneous core assignment results in worse usage
of LLC on the main CPU, as shared read-write pages
are non-cacheable (Section III-A. This offsets the higher
computation capabilities brought by the few PIM cores,
and increases the allocation space. Therefore, PIMCloud
disallows heterogenous cores for PIM-averse apps.
3) The middle app is the only one that may jointly have CPU
cores and more than Rmid PIM cores. As it is the last
service with CPU cores, if they are not enough, it may
need to also get more PIM cores to sustain its input load.
4) PIM-friendly apps only get PIM cores.
PIMCloud Rule: All applications except for the middle app
are assigned homogeneous cores. PIMCloud limits heterogeneity to only the middle app, and allocates only CPU cores
to PIM-averse apps, and only PIM cores to PIM-friendly
apps. This is thereafter referred to as the PIMCloud rule.
Applying it both initially and at runtime significantly reduces
the allocation space, making it the same as in homogeneous
multicore systems. Note that allowing only a single application to span CPU and PIM may not be as beneficial in largerscale systems with more colocated applications; this design
decision is primarily made to make scheduling practical.
However, we show later in Section V-B3 that PIMCloud still
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We select CC as the default static page allocation policy
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in the PIMCloud resource manager. Despite FT being the best
static page policy (Section III-D1), CC is the best policy when
cores are concentrated in one stack at low load, and the best
policy with dynamic data migration/replication, when cores
span multiple stacks at high load (Section III-D). We define
resident stack of each application as the default memory stack
for the OS to allocate memory pages for the application.
Dynamic data placement happens upon core reassignment of
applications that are allocated PIM cores. When load increases
and PIM cores from non-resident stacks are allocated, private
pages need to be migrated from the resident stack to another
stack, and shared read-only pages will be replicated. When
load decreases and PIM cores from non-resident stacks are
deallocated, private pages will be migrated back to the resident
stack. Replications of shared read-only pages may be removed.
However, due to the limited memory capacity per stack and
the application colocation, there may not be enough capacity
in the target stack to hold all pages to be migrated/replicated.
PIMCloud stops migrating/replicating when it runs out of
memory. Therefore, it is necessary to identify “important”
pages that benefit the most from dynamic data placement.
Fig. 5 shows the page access frequency distribution of each
application. All services have a small fraction of pages that are
accessed orders of magnitude more times than the rest. These
hot pages dominate memory accesses, and are critical to be
placed in the appropriate memory stack. Therefore, PIMCloud
always starts migration/replication from the hottest pages.
D. PIMCloud Resource Manager
Fig. 6 shows an overview of the PIMCloud manager.
1) Initialization: For each LC application, PIMCloud initializes a core allocation and a resident stack (Section IV-C).
This initialization tries to spread out resources to reduce
resource contention, while following the PIMCloud rule.
First, PIMCloud conducts a quick profiling step to obtain
the preference degree to CPU of each application. Profiling is
only triggered when a new/previously-unseen LC application
enters the system. A load generator is needed to generate
representative user requests at any given rate. During profiling,
it collects max RPS (not under QoS) for each LC application
on (a) one CPU core and (b) one PIM core, by injecting
sufficient requests over 500 ms in each case (1s in total),
and noting the achieved RPS. Since it takes much longer
to collect max load, PIMCloud approximates the preference

while Slack[A] > Threshold[A] do
goodSlack = Slack[A];
adjustCore(A, -1); // Remove a core from app A.
if removed core is PIM-remote then
migrate private pages (of the thread previously running on the
Prepare
resource
removed core) back to A’s resident stack;
if no more PIM core allocated in that stack then
remove all replicated pages in that stack;
monitor latency till latency stabilizes or slack < 0;
if slack[A] < 0 then
revert();
Threshold[A] = goodSlack;
monitor latency till latency stabilizes;

degree by taking the max RPS ratio. Verification by preference
degree using max load (collected offline) shows that the order
of applications remains unchanged. LC applications are then
sorted in decreasing order of their preference degree.
Applications are partitioned into M + 1 groups, such that
each group has dN/(M + 1)e applications. The first group
is scheduled to CPU cores with stack M being their resident
stack, and the ith (i ≥ 2) group is scheduled to cores in stack
i − 1, which is also their resident stack. Applications in the
same group equally partition the available CPU/PIM cores.
If a resident stack i runs out of memory, the OS will start
allocating memory from stack i + 1, then i + 2, ..., M , 1, ...
A BE pool is also initialized to save all unallocated cores
and memory capacity from LC applications, which can be used
for BE jobs if they exist, or powered off to save energy.
2) Performance Monitoring: PIMCloud continuously monitors request latency every 100ms [21]. Less frequent monitoring can reduce tail latency jitter, but also delays the
convergence of resource adjustments.
3) Latency Slack: This captures the distance of tail latency
from a QoS target [21, 51]. Slack<0 represents a QoS violation, while a large positive slack signals excessive resources.
To compute slack, latency is monitored for 5 consecutive
100ms intervals [21]. The median tail latency of the five
intervals is used to compute the slack. This smoothens out
short latency spikes that are not due to lack of resources.
E. Resource Adjustment
PIMCloud upsizes to counteract a QoS violation, and downsizes to reclaim excessive resources.
1) Downsize(A): gradually moves A’s cores to the BE pool
(Algorithm 1). Pages may be migrated/de-replicated. Latency
is then monitored in 100ms intervals until it stabilizes or a
QoS violation occurs, which triggers a revert of the downsize
operation. We use average rather than tail latency to monitor
stability, as it is more accurate in signaling the latency trend.
Core reassignment takes 2-3 intervals to stabilize, while page
manipulation takes 3-8 intervals, due to the overhead of page
manipulation, and the higher inertia until it reflects on an
application’s overall latency [43].

A downsize threshold is maintained for each application,
representing the least positive slack an application can sustain,
i.e., further reducing resources would result in a QoS violation.
A slack larger than the threshold signals opportunities to
reclaim excess resources (e.g., when load decreases). The
downsize threshold is initialized to 0, and is updated after
every failed downsize or successful upsize operation.
2) Upsize(A): shifts resources to applications with QoS
violations (Algorithm 2). Resources are obtained lazily and
eagerly. In the former case, upsize iterates through the application list, shifting as many resources as possible to the next
job via downsize. Eventually excessive resources will move
to problematic jobs. In the eager case, it will also proactively
reclaim resources from the remaining applications.
If a remote PIM core is allocated, depending on the idle
memory capacity in the remote memory stack, pages will
be migrated/replicated in decreasing order of their access
frequency. If there is not enough memory capacity, PIMCloud
could benefit from aggressively swapping cold pages of other
applications in the remote stack. However, this causes severe
memory fragmentation; an application may end up with pages
spread across many stacks. This causes more page movements
when load drops, and complicates the management of data
placement. Therefore, only idle memory space is leveraged.
A thread is scheduled to run on the newly obtained remote
PIM core. This thread will not be context-switched with other
threads to avoid previous private pages becoming shared pages,
increasing memory access latency.
When the system is oversubscribed, PIMCloud communicates with the cluster-wide scheduler to trigger admission
control, so that some requests/applications are redirected to
another machine to reduce the system load. Note that PIMCloud is a per-node resource manager, not a cluster-wide job
scheduler. We leave the interaction between these two to future
work. Once the QoS violation of application A is resolved, its
downsize threshold is updated to the current slack (minimum
positive slack), to avoid aggressive downsizing in the future.
3) adjustCore(A, count): adjust count cores for A. The
PIMCloud rule should still be satisfied afterwards.
When count = +1, A will always try to obtain a CPU core
first. This is regardless of A’s preference because we always
run out of CPUs before going to PIM cores. Since applications
are already sorted in decreasing order of their preference for
CPUs, if there is a CPU core left, all previous applications
have no PIM cores allocated (i.e., if a prior application has
PIM cores, this means that CPU cores are unavailable). If a
CPU core is not available, A is allocated PIM cores. PIMCloud
will try securing a PIM core on A’s resident stack if possible,
or a remote PIM core if otherwise. For any core type, it checks
the BE pool first, and then applications with smaller R value
than RA . If several applications can supply the desired type of
core, it chooses the application with the largest latency slack.
When count = −1, one core is moved from application
A to the BE pool. A CPU core will be removed if available.
It not, a remote PIM core (not in its resident stack) will be
removed, or a local PIM core if not available again.

Algorithm 2: Upsize to resolve QoS violations.
for each application A do
if Slack[A]>Threshold[A] then
downsize(A);
give released resources to the next application;
else
while Slack[A]<0 do
adjustCore(A, +1); // Obtain a core for app A.
if Failed to obtain a core then
admissionControl(); // System oversubscribed.
else
if obtained core is PIM-remote then
migrate private pages (of the thread scheduled
to run on the obtained core) to the remote
stack;
if this is the first remote core in that stack then
replicate shared read-only pages to the
remote stack;
monitor latency till latency stabilizes;
if Slack[A] > 0 then
Threshold[A] = Slack[A];

4) Application churn: When an application terminates and
exits, its allocated resources are recycled to the BE pool. When
a new job arrives, PIMCloud reranks all applications based
on their R-value. Suppose the new job is in rank i; it will
take one core from job in rank i + 1 if i 6= n; otherwise,
it will take one core from job in rank i − 1. This ensures
that the PIMCloud rule holds. PIMCloud will then choose the
stack with the most available space as the application’s resident
stack. If this initial allocation does not meet QoS, PIMCloud
will adjust the resources to resolve any QoS violations.
5) PIMCloud Overhead: Existing OSes provide interfaces for dynamic thread pinning (e.g., taskset in Linux,
100us/adjustment) and page manipulation (1us/4KB page or
250ms/1GB). This overhead of adjusting core allocation and/or
adjusting page placement is reflected in PIMCloud’s varying
monitoring time to wait for latency stabilization after any
resource adjustment (Section IV-E1).
To monitor page access frequency, a new field representing
the access frequency is added to each page table entry. It is
incremented for every memory access, and is reset periodically
to avoid overflow. Not being on the critical path of request
processing, maintaining page access frequency does not affect
application performance. We compare the tail latency of each
application with and without such frequency tracking, and
don’t observe any latency difference. To ease the process of
page migrations and replications, we additionally implement
a special syscall that takes two integers n, k as input,
and returns the n most-accessed memory pages from stack k,
together with their page type (private/shared, read-only/readwrite). The syscall returns results under 10ms, negligible
compared to the actual page manipulation.
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Fig. 7: Colocation of 2 LC applications. Y-axis is the maximum RPS (as a percentage of max load) of the second application when
the first application is at a given RPS (x-axis) and both applications meet QoS. The three competing policies are shown in curves,
while PIMCloud is shown in bars, broken down to identifying core preferences (PIMCloud-preference), dynamic core adjustment
(PIMCloud-core), and dynamic data placement (PIMCloud-memory).

Fig. 8: Colocation of Xapian, ImgDNN and Masstree. Each cell
represents the max RPS (as a percentage of max load) of Masstree
when Xapian and ImgDNN run at given RPS (x and y axes),
and all three applications meet QoS. Crossmarks mean that QoS
cannot be met concurrently.

V. E VALUATION
A. Methodology
We use the same simulated system and applications as
described in Section III-B. Each application is instantiated
with a fixed 20 threads. We focus our evaluation on single
machine experiments, since PIMCloud is a per-node resource
manager, and can be installed on every node in a large cluster/datacenter. For distributed applications spanning multiple
nodes, the system’s cluster manager handles load balancing
across nodes hosting the same application, and PIMCloud
manages the resources of each node’s application instances.
We compare against three resource managers:
• Default relies on the OS to manage resources. Threads are
mapped to cores in a round-robin fashion. Cores are chosen
randomly during context switches. First touch (FT) is the
static memory policy, with no dynamic page manipulation
(same for the other two resource managers below).
• AMS [70] is designed for batch applications in PIM systems. It profiles cache miss ratio curves leveraging hardware
support (not available on commodity servers), to identify
applications’ preferences to PIM. It then schedules threads
one at a time, according to their preferences.
• Octopus-Man [60] manages LC applications in heterogeneous multicores, like ARM big.LITTLE [24]. Since it
optimizes for energy efficiency, it always starts from small
cores, and then switches to big cores until QoS is met.
As discussed in Section II-B1, Octopus-Man assumes a
single LC service per node, and thus does not consider any

application ordering during resource allocation. We compare against an optimized version of Octopus-Man, which
“magically” enumerates all possible application orderings,
and selects the best without incurring any overheads.
We first evaluate colocation under constant loads. Due to too
many possible application mixes (i.e., 15/30/15/6 2-/3-/4-/5app mixes), we select a few representative ones but still cover
a diverse set of colocation scenarios. Assume applications are
sorted by their preference degree to CPU cores, we choose 6 2app mixes: (A1 , A5 ) and (A2 , A6 ) with strong complementary
preferences; (A3 , A5 ) and (A4 , A6 ) with slight complementary
preferences; (A1 , A2 ) and (A3 , A4 ) with similar preferences.
We also make sure that every application appears an equal
number of times across all mixes, i.e., each application appears
precisely twice in the six 2-app mixes. We also choose a 3-app
combination (A1 , A3 , A5 ) that has applications with a strong,
medium, and weak preference for CPU cores, and a 6-app mix
(A1 , A2 , ..., A6 ) with all studied applications.
For each mix, we sweep the load of each service from 5%
to 100% of their respective max load (i.e., the maximum RPS
under QoS when running alone on all available cores), in 5%
load increments. For each run, we warm up for 20 seconds of
simulated time (48 billion cycles), and then run each resource
manager until it converges, i.e., it either finds an allocation
without QoS violations, or determines that no viable allocation
exists that meets QoS. We record all load combinations that
are able to meet QoS with each resource manager.
B. Constant Load
1) Colocation of 2 LC Applications: Fig. 7 shows performance across six diverse 2-app mixes. The three competing
policies are shown in lines. The Y-axis shows the maximum
RPS of the second application when the first application is at a
given RPS (x-axis) and both applications meet QoS. PIMCloud
is broken down to three components shown as stacked bars.
PIMCloud-preference shows the result when allocating only
the preferred type of cores to each application, based on their
R values. Dynamic core adjustments and data placement are
shown as PIMCloud-core and PIMCloud-memory.
Default is not aware of core heterogeneity, and fails to
allocate the right type of cores to applications with strong
preference, such as ImgDNN, Silo and Sphinx. Therefore,
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Default performs the worst in mixes with these applications
(Fig. 7a, 7b, and 7f). PIMCloud-preference alone outperforms
Default by being aware of the preference of each application.
AMS identifies each application’s core preferences successfully most of the time, using cache miss ratio curves.However,
it is not designed for LC applications whose core requirements
vary with input load. AMS assumes a fixed number of cores
for each application, which works only for throughput-oriented
jobs. As shown in Fig. 7, the curves for AMS are almost
always flat, as each application occupies one type of cores
regardless of the load of the other application. Moses+Sphinx
(Fig. 7d) is the only exception. According to their miss ratio
curves, both of them prefer PIM stacks, and thus are both
scheduled to PIM cores(CPU cores are always idle).
Octopus-Man is not preference-aware: it always tries small
cores first, and if not meeting QoS, it tries big cores. Because
we evaluates an optimal version of Octopus-Man by enumerating all possible application orderings, the best ordering is
usually the preference-aware one, similar to AMS. In addition,
it also does not explore heterogeneous core allocations, and
thus performs similarly to AMS in many cases.
PIMCloud outperforms all three policies. First, PIMCloud is
preference-aware, and outperforms Default when applications
have strong preferences over core type. Second, PIMCloud
dynamically adjusts core allocations, and allocates heterogenous cores to one of the colocated applications, outperforming
AMS and Octopus-Man when one application is at high load.
Finally, PIMCloud handles dynamic data placement, allowing
the system to sustain up to 30% (average 9.5%) additional load
under QoS. Finally, regarding effective machine utilization
(EMU) [51], which captures the total load under QoS of all coscheduled jobs, Default, AMS, Octopus-Man, and PIMCloud
achieve on average 89%, 93%, 97%, and 121% EMU, respectively. PIMCloud achieves up to 80%, 80% and 70% (average
32%, 28% and 24%) higher EMU than Default, AMS, and
Octopus-Man, respectively. Dynamic core adjustment and data
placement each contribute up to 60% and 30% higher EMU
(average 17% and 10%).
2) Colocation of 3 LC Applications: PIMCloud works for
any number of colocated LC applications. Resource allocation becomes more critical with more colocated jobs. Fig. 8
shows colocation of the 3-app mix. Compared with Default,
PIMCloud improves max load for Masstree by 5-40% when
applications are at varying load points. Following the cache

CDF

Fig. 9: Colocation of 2 LC and 1 BE applications. The first LC application is at a given RPS, and the second one is at 10% of its
max load. Y-axis is throughput of the BE application when both LC applications meet their QoS targets.
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Fig. 10: PIMCloud Scalability.

miss ratio curves, AMS schedules Masstree to CPU cores,
and ImgDNN and Xapian to PIM cores. When the aggregate
load of ImgDNN and Xapian increases, the static allocation
of AMS does not meet QoS. Octopus-Man outperforms AMS
as it allocates CPU cores when PIM cores are insufficient.
PIMCloud is able to further push the “pareto frontier” to the
bottom right, meeting QoS under for more load combinations.
In summary, PIMCloud achieves up to 50%, 85% and 70%
higher EMU than Default, AMS, and Octopus-Man.
3) Scalability: PIMCloud can be applied to any number of
colocated applications at any system scale (i.e., any number
of CPU cores and PIM stacks), despite the evaluation above is
done on a relatively small system. We now study the scalability
of PIMCloud with respect to the number colocated applications and the system size using convergence time, i.e., the time
required for PIMCloud to find a feasible allocation without
any QoS violations, or conclude that no viable allocation
exists. The overhead of the online profiling is one second
per application before allocation starts. Fig. 10a shows the
CDF of convergence time for 2-, 3- and 6-app mixes, and
Fig. 10b shows that of the 3-app mix with 4/16, 8/32, and
16/64 CPU/PIM cores. Convergence time varies from zero
time, when the initial allocation achieves QoS, to 10.2 and
10.6, 16 seconds for 2-, 3- and 6-app mixes respectively.
The max convergence time increases sub-linearly with more
colocated applications and larger systems, despite the fact that,
theoretically, the allocation space increases exponentially. In
more than 50% of cases, PIMCloud converges in 3, 5 and 8 s
for 2-, 3-, and 6-app mixes respectively. For 16 CPU cores,
PIMCloud still converges in 6 s more than 50% of the cases,
with the maximum convergence time being under 20 s.
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4) Colocation with BE applications: We also evaluate
PIMCloud with the presence of best-effort (BE) jobs running
in the background, by colocating one BE and two LC applications. We construct a CPU and memory intensive 20-threaded
BE job using microbenchmarks [28], which achieves higher
throughput when utilizing all PIM cores. This mimics dataintensive applications that tend to favor PIM [49, 53, 61].
Fig. 9 shows the BE throughput, when the first LC application (LC1 ) has varying load, and the second LC application
(LC2 ) is fixed at 10% of max load. Default does not provide
core isolation, while AMS does not isolate cores within CPU
or PIM. AMS schedules one application to either CPU or PIM.
Since there are three applications, at least two of them will
be scheduled to the same type of cores, leading to contention.
The lack of core isolation leads to BE taking most resources,
and LC services violating their QoS under Default and AMS.
Octopus-Man allocates cores exclusively for each application,
outperforming Default and AMS significantly. Compared to
PIMCloud, BE throughput is usually lower under OctopusMan, as Octopus-Man is oblivious of core preference, and
does not allow heterogeneous core assignment when one core
type is insufficient for applications at high load. Octopus-Man
always tries to allocate PIM cores to each LC application,
and the BE job tends to get the less preferable CPU cores.
PIMCloud identifies the preferences of each LC application,
and frees up more PIM resources for the BE job. When LC1
has strong preference to CPU and is at high load (Fig. 9a
and 9b), Octopus-Man achieves similar results to PIMCloud.
Achieved BE throughput is even higher than when LC1 is
at 10-50% of load. This is because Octopus-Man allocates
PIM cores to LC1 at low load, leaving the undesirable CPU
cores for the BE job. However, as the load increases, PIM
cores are insufficient. Octopus-Man will then schedule the LC
service to CPU cores, freeing up more PIM cores for the
BE job, resulting in higher throughput. Due to better page
management, BE throughput is still higher with PIMCloud.
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Fig. 11: Latency and resource allocations with PIMCloud under
constant load for Xapian, and varying load for Moses. Latencies
are normalized to their respective QoS.

page migration and replication for Moses every time a remote
core is allocated, at 23 s and 25 s. After 30 s, PIMCloud
downsizes Moses due to the large latency slack. However,
under Default, Moses experiences long-lasting and severe QoS
violations in t = [20, 30] s, when Moses is at high load.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have proposed PIMCloud, a PIM-aware resource manager for cloud environments that dynamically adjusts the
resource allocations of colocated latency-critical applications
to satisfy QoS. We show that PIMCloud improves effective
machine utilization by up to 70% and 85% (average 24% and
33%) under 2-app and 3-app mixes, compared to state-of-theart managers, and adjusts successfully under fluctuating load.

C. Fluctuating Load
PIMCloud is designed to handle various load patterns in LC
applications. To evaluate dynamic load, we colocate two LC
applications, Moses and Xapian. These two applications do not
have strong preference over core type, so they favor Default.
We keep Xapian at constant load, and gradually increase and
then decrease the load of Moses, to simulate a diurnal load
pattern [21]. Fig. 11 shows tail latency under Default and
PIMCloud, and resource allocations over time.
PIMCloud starts by placing Moses on CPUs and Xapian on
one PIM stack, allocating stack1 and stack0 as their residence
stacks, respectively. When both applications are at low load,
they are downsized to save energy. At 2 s, removing a CPU
core causes a QoS violation for Moses, which is quickly resolved after yielding the core back. At 10 s, PIMCloud detects
a QoS violation for Moses which signals a load increase, so the
core allocation is increased. Moses experiences a latency spike
every time load increases, but tail latency quickly recovers
after PIMCloud adjusts its allocation. PIMCloud performs
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